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On the Table MKE meets community’s appetite for change
Greater Milwaukee Foundation expands options for participating in Oct. 10 mega-event
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 8, 2019 – For the last two years, On the Table MKE has given our
community a unique platform to transform words into impact. In year three of this large-scale
Greater Milwaukee Foundation initiative, it’s never been easier to connect to opportunities for
community-driven change.
Thousands of people will gather in groups large and small on Thursday, Oct. 10, to share a meal
and have real conversations about improving the quality of life where we live. Everyone in greater
Milwaukee is invited to either host or join a table to discuss issues that matter to you and to act on
ideas that will move our community forward. Table host feedback informed a variety of new
features this year to make engagement more meaningful and enable the mobilization that
participants want.

onthetableMKE.org – the Foundation’s enhanced, online registration portal offers powerful

tools for supporting intentional experiences that activate community and bring people together for
positive outcomes. No matter how you participate in On the Table MKE, registration is free.
Interested in hosting a conversation? Now is the perfect time to establish your table. The options
are all up to you:
• Create a private table for only the guests you invite, or make your event public, allowing
individuals in the community to sign up for a seat at your table(s).
• Set the nature and expectations of your conversation. Is the purpose for meeting new
people, inspiring personal or cooperative action, or collaborating for systems change?
• Determine your topic(s) of discussion from a range of options or identify something new.
Looking for a compelling conversation to join? You can search for tables with open seats that
match your interests and availability.
• Filter your options by time of day, topic, location and type of conversation.
• RSVP directly to reserve your seat at the table.
Are you a teacher or school administrator?
• We offer a lesson plan you can download for a simple and engaging way to bring an On the
Table MKE civic conversation into your classroom and ensure youth voices are heard.
• The Foundation has also allocated funding to support schools and teachers who want to
participate but are unable to provide food or transportation due to budget limitations.
What should I do first?
Check out the 2019 On the Table MKE Welcome Guide and consider your role in making greater
Milwaukee a stronger community.

- more -

Wondering what impact On the Table MKE had last year?
From bridging generational gaps, to creating a support network for entrepreneurs in 53206, to
confronting bias, to advocating for early childhood education, to developing a curriculum for
serving human trafficking survivors, the impact of On the Table MKE is meaningfully diverse.
• On the Table MKE continues to provide our community with a forum for important
conversations about race, racism and racial equity – topics that arose at 77% of tables last
year. Most participants – 86% - felt their table bridged a social divide.
• Sixteen tables earned funding through the Foundation’s Ideas to Action program to advance
ideas generated at their tables. Watch two of these projects in action:
o Carmen High School of Science and Technology: Breaking Down Stereotypes
o 5 Points Neighborhood Association: The Arts as a Means of Self-Expression
• The Voices from the Tables community report summarizes the experiences of 2018
participants and the issues that dominated conversations.
• Past On the Table MKE hosts offer testimonials on the value of connecting.
• We’ll be sharing more stories of impact throughout the summer and fall at
onthetableMKE.org.
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